to enable full
alarm
features.

Press the remote button
and the unit will sound
2 soft chirps and the
indicators will flash
twice. If fitted with
central locking the
doors will lock. The
sensor will switch on.

2) DOOR / BOOT
OPEN
WARNING

to warn the
driver if a
door or boot
is open when
setting the
alarm.

The unit will sound two
additional loud chirps
when setting the alarm.

3) ALARM DELAY
PERIOD

30 second
arming delay
period.

The sensor led will
flash rapidly during the
30 second delay period.
After the delay the
sensor led will go on
solid. Now the alarm is
fully set.

4) SENSOR SHUT to disable the
DOWN
interior

1 SEC

sensor so
that a pet or
person can
remain inside
the vehicle
when the
alarm is
armed.

5) SENSOR SHUT To confirm
DOWN continued sensor
shutdown
mode.

Press the remote to set
the alarm, and within 1
second press the remote
again. The unit will
sound 2 normal chirps
followed by 3 loud
chirps.

After the alarm delay
period the sensor led
will flash slowly as a
confirmation that the
sensor is shut down.
When You reset the
alarm this function
will be automatically
cancelled.
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1) SETTING THE
ALARM

At70

*

At70

USER INSTRUCTIONS

The AT 70 is a new generation alarm and comfort
control system, designed to enhance the security of
factory fitted transponder immobiliser systems. Sanji
have incorporated the most up to date technology to
improve performance and long term reliability. Read
these instructions for correct system operation. All
points marked
are optional features. Consult
your dealer.

to automatically
bypass a
defective
zone.

If the unit detects a
permanently faulty zone
it will sound 3 times
then isolate the faulty
zone.

8) RESETTING
THE
ALARM

to reset
full alarm
features.

Press the remote button
and the unit will sound
1 soft chirp and the
indicators will flash
once. If fitted with
central locking the
doors will unlock.

9) VIOLATION
CHIRPS

to indicate to
user that the
alarm has
triggered
in his absence.

On alarm reset the unit
will sound 4 loud chirps
if there was a zone
trigger during alarm
fully set.

10) OVERRIDING
THE ALARM

to reset the
alarm in the
event of a
flat remote
battery.

In alarm set mode, open
the door, siren will
sound. Turn ignition on,
alarm will cycle 3
times(+/- 1,5 minutes).
System will then be
reset.

11) DOOR LOCK
ON START

Automatic
locking of all
doors when
ignition
turned on.

Once the ignition is
turned on the doors will
automatically lock after
a 2 second delay period.

Automatic
unlocking of
all doors
when ignition
is turned off.

Once the ignition is
turned off the doors
will automatically
unlock.

*
12) DOOR
UNLOCK
ON IGNITION
OFF

*

PG2

7) AUTO
ZONE
BYPASS

At70

The sensor led will light
solid. The alarm is fully
set and will sound for
30 seconds if a zone is
triggered.

At70

Confirmation
of alarm fully
set.

At70

USER INSTRUCTIONS

6) ALARM FULLY
SET

to enable the
siren to
sound and the
indicators to
flash under
emergency
conditions.

Press the remote button
continuously for 3
seconds. Once in panic,
it will automatically
unlock the doors (if
connected). You can
drive in this mode.

15) REMOTE
PANIC
IN DRIVE

to enable the
siren to
sound and the
indicators to
flash under
emergency
conditions
while driving.

Once in drive, press the
remote button
continuously for 3
seconds. The siren will
sound and the
indicators will flash.

16) RESETTING
PANIC
MODE

to reset the
unit back to
normal
operation.

Press the remote button
again, the unit will reset
panic and return to
normal operation.

17) SETTING
HI-JACK
SERVICE
MODE

to temporarily
disable hi-jack
for vehicle
service.

In drive, press the
hidden button for 5
seconds. The siren will
chirp once, the unit will
enter service mode.

18) OPERATION
IN HI-JACK
SERVICE
MODE

If you go into
hi-jack, you
will get a
chirp.

If the drivers door is
opened then closed, you
will hear a chirp, unit
will not enter hi-jack.

19) RESETTING
HI-JACK
SERVICE
MODE

to enable
normal hi-jack
operation.

In drive, press the
hidden button for 5
seconds, the siren will
sound two chirps. The
unit will now be in
normal hi-jack operation.

lock

*

*

*
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14) REMOTE
PANIC

unlock

At70

Press the remote button
to unlock or lock the
doors.

At70

to lock or
unlock the
doors from
the remote
while the car
is running.

At70

USER INSTRUCTIONS

13) DOOR LOCK
/ UNLOCK IN
DRIVE

21) RESETTING
THE HI-JACK
DURING THE
COUNT
DOWN PHASE

Press the hidden push
button at any time until
you hear 4 chirps
(+- 3 seconds), the system
will exit hi-jack mode
and resume normal
operation.

to confirm
what phase
the unit is in.

In final hi jack the siren
will sound on and off at
5 second intervals. The
vehicle will be
immobilised. The unit can
be reset by pushing the
hidden button until you
hear 4 chirps ( +- 3
seconds ).

to confirm
that the unit
is in hi-jack
mode.

To confirm that the unit
is hi jack mode, turn the
ignition off, press the
remote button, the unit
will sound four chirps.

To remove the
set and reset
chirps.

When setting and
resetting the alarm the
chirps will remain silent.
All other chirps will
remain operational.

battery
replacement.

In the event of the remote
led not lighting when
activated, replace the
battery’s.
Replacement battery’s;
2 x CR1220

*
22) HI JACK
FINAL
PHASE

*
23) HI JACK
MODE
INDICATION

*
24) SET / RESET
CHIRPS

*
25) REMOTE
BATTERY’S

SANJI SECURITY SYSTEMS IS AN SABS
ISO 9001 QUALITY MANUFACTURER. IF
YOU ARE NOT ENTIRELY SATISFIED
WITH THIS PRODUCT WE WOULD LIKE
TO KNOW ABOUT IT.
Contact us on: (011) 266 7500
sales@sanji.co.za
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to reset the
unit back to
normal drive
mode.

*

At70

In drive open then close
driver’s door. If all doors,
bonnet and boot are
closed the sensor / dash
led will give a 1 second
pulse. The unit is now in
countdown phase.

At70

to activate
anti hi-jack.

At70

USER INSTRUCTIONS

20) ACTIVATING
HI-JACK
MODE

